studied in the laboratQ.ry system. The results show that· a pure tensor ·interaction can be ruled out with 98aJo confidence, and for mixtures of .A-p + e + V events used in finding the A~ branching ratio. K"' mesons from the Bevatron were stopped in the Berkeley 30-in~ heavyliquid bubble chamber 2 filled with a mixture of 24% propane and 76%
. . · i"t~9»• CF 3 Br by weight •.. 0£ the events used for determining the branching ratio, 59 satisfied the more stringent criteria that were.· ,· applied. The .analysis was done in both the laboratory and A rest systems. The data. show that a pure tensor interaction can be ruled out with 98% confidence, and for mixtures of vector and axial vector, jc AI Cy I is greater than 0. 7 with 9 So/o confidence. Equal amounts of scalar and pseudoscalar, either alone or with small admixtures of tensor, cannot be ruled o.ut. Pure axial vector and V :t A are consistent with the data.
With unpolarized lambdas, our statistics were too small to find the .. sign of C AI qV from the lepton spectra. 
SELECTION Al\tD MEASUREMENT OF EVENTS
The Af3 decay~ used to stu~y the interaction were identified by on~ of two scanning criteria:· either the electron track displayed a characteristically high curvature or had a 6 ray greater than 1 em. The degree of curvature required for acceptance was defined by constructing a radius vector from the A-decay point to a point along the negative track, and requiring the radius vector to pass through a maximum value before reaching the end of the.track (Fig. 1) . The events identified by 6 rays were required to have an electr~m track longer than 15 em . A description of the scanning criteria and background studies is given in reference 1. 
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The momentum of the electron, as determined from curvature and the A are also very critical input parameters in the reconstruction.
To ensure that the proton-A angle was reasonably well determined (to approximately 5 deg), a cutoff of 0.5 em was applied both to the A'length (L~~. in Fig. 1 ) and to the proton iength L .
·~
. p
Fifty events were identified by electron curvature and nine by 6 rays.
Each A~ event wa.o measured at least twice and .spatially reconstructed.::.
Mean values of the qUa.ntiti~s calculated fro~ the different measurements of each event were used, which effectively increased the measurement accuracy •
In addition to the Al3 decays; a sample of 770 ·normal (A-p + 11' ) decays were measured and fitted to give more information about the·-·--· I validity of assigned errors and t~ provide a lambda momentum spectrum.
ANALYSIS OF THE FORM OF T~E A~ INTERACTION
The A momentum could not be calculated from production kine.;. matics, because of formation of the A's on heavy nuclei. The conservation of energy and momentum at the Al3 decay vertex gave a z~ro-conatraint situation with two solutions for the A!3 momentum. Since there was no way of choosing between the two solutions, they were treated with equal .
weight. . were biased by the selection criteria and by measurement errors, and in the A rest system also by· the two-solution ambiguity .and the fitting prol"
cedure.-To cotppensaie for these bi~ses,-we modified the theoretical·.
distributions for different form:s. of the interaction by a. Monte Carlo program· tJeRL-i i672.
which generated events under simulated experimental conditions. The experimental results were then compared to the modified theoretical curves.
The program initiated each random decay in the A rest system, according to a given matrix element. The proton and electron were then t:rans!ormed to the laboratory_system by using a A momentum chosen at
random lrom a sample of .7?0-measured A decays." At this point the chamber geometry and range-energy relations'were introduced, and the protons were required to stop within the chamber. Cutoffs were then applied on"' L and . . . p LA and each event was weighted acco~di.ng to the electron-detection efficiency i ·.
curve. Typical angle and track curvature errors were assigned by random choice on the assumption that they were normally distributed.
The program was checked by having it produce normal A decays, 
CENTER-OF-MASS SYSTEM ANALYSIS

* .
The T spec'trum for the 59 events is shown in Fig. 8, together . . .. Carlo events normalized to 544. The x probability for obtaining a worse fit is 30o/o. ..
for 59 events including 6:-ray events. The smooth curves include the experimental resolution, the biases due to track length cutoffs.
the two.:solution ambiguity, and the effects of the fitting procedure ..
. .
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9. Likelihood curv·e from T data for 59 events. ., .
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. T UCRL-11672 ; A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the information contained in this report, or that the use of any information, apparatus, method, . or process disclosed in this report may not infringe privately owned rights; or B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method or process disclosed in this report.
As used in the above, 11 person acting on behalf of the Commission 11 includes any employee or contractor of the commission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor.
